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Investments and Networks
Based on the principles of venture capital investing and collective impact, our investment approach helps organizations across Greater Washington reach more youth and families. Learn about how we do what we do and the current investments and Collaborative Action Networks here. 

	Issue Areas
	Current Investments
	Collaborative Action Networks





	Outcomes
Back
Outcomes
We are outcomes driven and our approach is proven to achieve results that improve the education and long-term outcomes for children and youth in Greater Washington. Read about our past investments and how our work supported their mission.

	Past Investments





	Insights
Back
Blogs and News
We’ve learned a thing or two over the years. In fact, we’re constantly learning and evolving. Whether it’s new insights about our communities or refining best practices in venture philanthropy and collective impact, we’re collecting our wisdom and sharing it. Come learn with us.

	Insights
	Blog
	Press





	About
Back
About Us
For over 20 years, Youth Invest Partners has worked to improve outcomes of children and youth in Greater Washington. Over the years we have grown and innovated to meet the needs of our community. We are Youth Invest Partners - check out our story. 

	Our Purpose
	Brief Story





	Join Us
Back
How to Get Involved
We want you to be part of our work! Learn how you can support Youth Invest Partners and our mission, keep in touch with us, and support our partners.

	Join Us
	Benefits of Investing
	Subscribe
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Contact Us




1101 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite 300 Washington, DC 20005
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                            In June of 2000, Venture Philanthropy Partners opened it doors,

spurred by the efforts of three founders who asked themselves,

“Could the business world provide a different, innovative

approach to social change?”


In the years that followed, VPP quickly became a strategic hub for high-impact

investments through deep and sustained partnerships with foundations, businesses,

government agencies and school systems.

In April of 2020, VPP formed a strategic alliance with Raise DC to build an investment

organization capable of driving alignment among communities, and nonprofit, business

and regional leaders around systems change. VPP+Raise DC committed to call out and

confront policies, practices and systems that contribute to racial inequity.

Today, we recognize the need to do more, be bolder, and act faster. Youth Invest Partners

is a call to “dream big and do big” to drive change that will build better futures for

Greater Washington youth today and in the days, months and years to come. Our new

name and brand reflects energy and focus as we collaborate, innovate and transform.

                                                    

                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
            
        

        

        

    



		
		




















